Superintendent Losquadro Participates In Pet Adopt-A-Thon
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September 24, 2013

Brookhaven Highway Superintendent Dan Losquadro presented the Sound Beach Civic Association with a proclamation for hosting its Second Annual Pet Adopt-A-Thon.

Sound Beach, NY - Brookhaven Highway Superintendent Dan Losquadro participated in the Sound Beach Civic Association's Second Annual Pet Adopt-A-Thon on Saturday, September 21. Earlier in the week a crew from the Highway Department mowed and performed other maintenance initiatives on this publicly owned piece of land to ensure the Adopt-A-Thon grounds would be suitable for future adopters to walk around and view animals who were in need of a home.

"I want to thank the Sound Beach Civic Association for organizing a program which has provided several animals with loving homes," Superintendent Losquadro said. "I also want to express my gratitude to the Highway Department employees whose efforts helped make this community event a tremendous success."

The Sound Beach Civic Association works with animal welfare groups that care for unwanted, abandoned, abused and stray animals. The people in these groups, mostly volunteers, take the animals into their homes and care for them with the goal of resolving all medical and behavioral issues until a suitable permanent home can be found.

"There are so many animal lovers in our community and also so many animals in need of a loving home," said Bea Ruberto, Sound Beach Civic Association President. "I am happy to report that nine animals were adopted at this year's Pet Adopt-A-Thon. The Sound Beach Civic Association wants to thank everyone in the community who helped support us in this endeavor. We are also very grateful to the Highway Department for everything they did to help us prepare for this event."
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